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1) THESIS STATEMENT AND VEHICLE

"The mass culture of three
post war decades brought
with it, in many aspects of
society , a loss of reality,
authenticity and sincerity.
This was exemplified in the
disciPline of architecture
bY a proliferation of
buildings that where based
on the idea of a universal
architecture, on
architecture consisting of
ubiouitous, hermeticallY
sealed structures, non
responsive to local context
or culture . " (Michael J.
Buono)
The building is a very
influential part of the human
existence, it requires stronger links
with its context. It is not enough to
provide for the physical and
functional needs of the people through
a building that becomes a micro-world,
nor is good for its syst~ms to be only
integrated within itself.
The building and its systems
must be integrated, not only between
and within themselves but, with the
Page-4

total inclusion of their context
acknowledging the existing culture and
environment and allowing them to be
part of the building. The building has
to be open to interact and take
advantage of the environmental visual
and many other sensorial variations
available within its context to
enhance the experience of the users.
*THESIS VEHICLE

The vehicle chosen for this
thesis consist of a mixed use
multistory building (approximately
five stories) located by the ocean
side in the portuary area at the city
of Ponce 1on the south coast of the
island of Puerto Rico. This building
will be mainly composed of, but not
restricted to, 70% office and 30%
retail spaces which may total an
approximate leasable area of 60,000
so. ft. to service the urban and
conmercial area in which it will be
located .
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INTEGRATIONJ BUILDING SYSTEMS &
ENVIRONMENT

In ancient times the
construction of a building~ from its
early stages to the final product and
how it will look and perform was
dictated by a direct response to the
environmental conditions of the area
in conjunction to the local culture.
This building was to fulfill the
various needs of the users within a
very specific context· that added
uniQueness to the building itself~ by
acknowledging the natural elements
rather than ignoring them.
Through the years with the
developments ·in · the production and
manipulation of energy sources~ the
builders began to hove the option of
ignoring the environment in . relation
to the building. They began to control
the temperature and humidity later the
lighting and the rest of the systems)
. olus the creation of new ones. After
this the building became independent
from the environment creating· Within
.

.
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itself a micro-climate capable of
being controlled at will. All this
degenerated on the creation of generic
building types that could be .Placed
anywhere regardless of the
environment.
This generic space
disregarded the identity of its users
and paid no attention to the local
needs that where beyond the mere
functionalism of this so called
building. The building support systems
where used more to separate than to
unifY; Meaning by this that the
building systems can be well
integrated within the building.but the
building as an entity is not
integrated to the larger Picture,"the
environment". This leads to the notion
of an open building, open to the
environment instead of the common
closed {hermetic) buildings, sealed
against the exterior.
It is obvious, in terms of
engineering, the advantages of a
closed building system; Each .
Page-8

environmental and physical condition
can be predicted and controlled. But
in terms of the users it limits the
amount of choices available within
this hermetic envelope . This kind of
building usuallY. lacks the proper
physical stimulation for its users~
and does not toke advantage of
favorable environmental conditions
that can enhance it~ ~erve as a backuP
for some of its systems or at certain
times substitute them.
"Architectural design is
integration
of
systems~
contrary to the popular
belief of the press that
architecture is some kind of
a sauce architects pour over
buildings
to
Qive
the
historical flavor. ' (William
W. Caudill)
A building response to its
users can be greatly improved by a
thorough integration of the systems
plus ·the integration of the
environment and the building. It is
necessary ·to clarifY that even thou
the building is composed of various
.page-9

systems the integration process uses
the building as the mayor ordering
agent that includes the systems, but
is not a system itself. This is due to
the fact that integration is not a
entirely rational process that happens
within the building, it is more of a
combination of informed selection,
logic and experience that must be
applied to every building. At this
point it is necessary to move the
integration one more step to include
the environment.
This brings in the issue of
human comfort versus natural
environment. Human comfort is mainly
related to temperature, humidity, air
circulation, and lighting. All these
factors can be predicted and
calculated in an hermetic building but
for an open one, in order to predict
and control this factors is necessary
an understanding of the local climate.
From the analysis of the local climate
decisions can be derived to achieve
the comfort zones of the users. The
·Page-10

inclusion of vegetation, the
prevailing winds, and the amount of
radiation are some of the factors that
will contribute to the level of
openness that the building is able to
achieve.
According to Richard D.
Rush, a building is composed of four
mayor systems, which are:
Structure- The structure of a building
must continuallY balance a range
of forces. There. are natural
loads such as gravity, wind and
seismic, as well as programmatic
loads based on the way the
building is to be used. These
forces are distributed to the
structural members in such a way
that the result is eauilibrium.
The most desirable state of
eauilibrium is one in which all
structural members are stressed
to on allowable capacity.
Envelooe- The envelope has to respond
to both natural forces and human
values. The natural forces
Page-11

include rain, snow, wind and sun.
Human concerns include safety,
security and task success. The
envelope provides protection by
enclosure and by balancing
internal and external
environmental forces. To achieve
protection, it allows for careful
control of penetrations. The
architectural expressions of the
envelope are roofing and siding.
Mechanical- The mechanical system
works with the envelope to
resolve the specific task needs
as well as the thermal,
acoustical~ lighting and security
needs common to all buildings.
This definition of the mechanical
system includes HVAC~ electrical
subsystems, Plumbing subsystems,
elevators and escalators,
securitY equioment~ and fire
. safety subsystems. Output is
delivered through ducts,
conduits~ and pipes. The most
Page-12

demanding elements from the point
of view of integration are ducts.
Interior- The interior system must
resolve the direct demands that
people make on the building and
provide comfort in supporting
human activity. Some of the
criteria that aPPlY to the
interior is spatial performance,
thermal performa·nce, air ouali ty,
acoustic performance, visual
performance, and building
integritY. In its most basic
form, the interior system
consists of a room that supports
the prescribed activity. Interior
subsystems consist of ceilings,
walls, finishes, furniture and
eouipment.
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3) SITE ANALYSIS

- Historical site background
- Climatic factors affecting the
Island of Puerto Rico
- City of Ponce
- Site mao
- Site location and conditions
- Photos of the site
~ Factors in favor of the selection of
this site
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HISTORICAL SITE BACKGROUND

The Caribbean islands are
generalized as a tropical area but
their weather range goes from dry arid
lands to the tropical rain forest.
During the last forty or fifty years
in the island of Puerto Rico, where
the site is located, drastic changes
have taken place in the climatic
:conditions. These changes are directly
related with the disorganized growth
of the population and its support
systems.
Originally the island was
under the domination .of Spain (15081898). During this period the growth
of the cities and communities was
relatively slow and the economy was
entirely dependent on the agriculture.
For Puerto Rico, architecturally, the
major influence at that time was
Soain, with special interest ·in the
style and design introduced by the
Moors, in Spain. This Moorish
influence in architecture that entered
the Caribbean, via Soain, proved to be
Page-15
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highly effective in providing both ~ an
aesthetically Pleasing experience and
a environmentallY sound building for
the user.
Common elements of the
architecture of this period are~ the
use of interior gardens with pools and
fountains surrounded -by balconies or
hallways with arcades; the use of high
ceilings (10 '·-o" or moreL large
ventilated windows and doors . In the
wood houses was common the use of wide
cantilevers (3' or 4' wide) around the
perimeter of the house and as an
extension of the gable roof; Between
the ground and the floor of the house
wa~ usually found an empty space about
three feet or higher fenced by wood
screens (which were a common detail in
other parts of the building) to allow
better air circulation. Even in the
poorest houses this elements or their
principles where present.
In 1898~ with the occupation
of the island by the United States~
was the beginning of a new era in the
Page-16

insular architecture. During the early
years of the occupation, the new
builders preserved the traditional
styles but, with the new social and
economical changes, all of the
sudden,the traditional buildings where
modified or substituted by the North
American styles. During this process
the environmental control princiPles
aPPlied during the Spanish period,
which were completely integrated to
the buildings, started to vanish and
their place taken by the new
apparently superior spaces provided
by the Northerners. Earlier the
changes were not so radical because
the main construction material for
housing and small buildings was wood.
The 1940's was the
architectural turning point. At this
time the Federal Government promoted
housing and some other building
projects all over the island and with
this step they, more or less,
established the basic architectural
styles ~nd rules UP to the present.
Page-17

The result of the 40's was a
reinforced concrete building with flat
roof, some short cantilevers only over
the window areas, small rooms, and no
separation between the building and
the ground. With the time and changes
in lifestyle, the lack of space in
this buildings promoted the trend of
additions to the original structure,
mainly thinking about the extra space
rather than the quality of. it. Besides
this add-on trend, which is a common
practice today, the loter introduction
of the air-conditioning units allowed
the construction and operation of
buildings that otherwise would never
work in tropical weather~ and the
modification of many existing
buildings to allow the use of airconditioning systems.
Today the island is reaching
a critical point. The growth of the
cities and the small communities, lacs
the aPPlication of Planning
techniques. The result is bullding
overcrowding that dramaticallY cuts
Page-18

down the circulation of air inside and
out of the buildings, this provokes
the loss of important vegetation and,
increases the overall thermal mass of
the city making of it a giant heat
collector. The situation is aggravated
by the escalating costs of energy.
Because of all the changes
that occurred, mainly in the last
twenty or thirty years, as a result of
the federal actions of the 40's, a
building that 30 years ago was
environmentallY Pleasant without the
use of mechanical cooling systems; now
may require them in order to be
acceptable for any human activity. In
this hot humid climate, air
circulation is the main source of
relief and comfort for the user.
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CLIMATIC FACTORS AFFECTING THE ISLAND
OF PUERTO RICO

*The ocean- due to the small size of
the island the ocean has a
decisive influence in the overall
climate . The most important
results of this are that the
temperatures do not reach cold or
hot extremes, and the maximum and
minimum temperatures do not
coincide with the increase or
decrease to solar radiation
through the year.
*The latitude- Puerto Rico is located
between 17 52' and 18 30 '
lqtitude north of the Eauator
within the humid tropical zone
between the tropics of Cancer and
Capricorn; the area of the earth
wi th the largest sun exposure.
*Hurricanes producing winds of 75 mph .
and up accompanied by heavy rain
and thunder storms with the
season of major incidence being
from August to October. Systems
_of this kind, but with less Page-20
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powerful winds are considered
tropical storms.
*Topography- The island is divided
through its center by a chain of
mountains that extends from west
to east. The moisture charged
winds (from E,NE) blow over the
north side of the island
producing orecioitation and lower
temperatures, but by hitting the
mountains they loose most of
their humidity. On their oath
through the south they absorb
humidity contributing to the
dryness and heat increase of the
area.
*Temperature- Subtropical: the higher
part of the mountains ranging
from 74 degrees F and below
(l,OOO'ft. above the sea level);
Tropical 74 degr~es F and up
(less than l,OOO'ft. above the
sea level). The building site is
located in this area.
*Rain- The dry season extends from
January to March and the rainy
Page-21
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season extends from May to
October. Seotember and October
being the raniest months.
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SITE LOCATION AND CONDITIONS

The site is located at the
southern area of the city of Ponce (in
the island of Puerto Rico) at the
south end of the Malecon Ave. in the
area that comprehends the actual port
of the city . This site is entirely
flat and is elevated about eight to
ten feet above the sea level (at high
tide}. It .comprehends an area of
approximately 2.5 acres with only two
lineal edges that serve as the main
docs (which are perpendicular to each
other) being the rest of it of
irregular outline
The immediate built
environment of the site consists of a
series of warehouses and a deep port
for large size shiPs, some other
features are some adyascent factories
and warehouses; Some of the warehouses
are used as retail or wholesale
centers for products like machinery,
truck parts, etc.
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At present~ the only access
to the site is via Malecon Avenue and
the entrance to it is controlled by a
guarded gate. There is no vegetation
in the immediate site~ all the area is
paved with concrete or asphalt or
covered by buildingi. At the ooen
areas around the site~ where
vegetation can be found it is mainly
composed of weeds and shrubs~ and
mangroves clusters towards the areas
closer to the shore line. About half a
mile towards the east of the site is
the Nautic Club with a membershiP of
more than 600 people and an estimate
of 127 vessels from 85 feet or less.
Further east~ around two miles down
the coastline~ under construction is~
the Hotel La Guancha with a 200 room
capacity. To the north of the site~
three miles away is an urban
development with a population of
approximately 2~300. Further in this
direction is the new Court House of
the city (a twelve story building
inaugurated in march 1991)~ in front
Page-27

of it is a community college with on
overage enrollment of 2,000 students.
Adyasent to this college is one of the
largest supermarkets of the city, next
to it the largest mall of the
Antilles, Plaza Del Caribe, is being
built. Towards the west of the site
ore more warehouses and business
dedicated to industrial and marine
products and services. Further west,
one or two miles, is the coastal
community of the city known as La
Playa . In addition to all the areas
described it is also important to note
that the site is minutes away from two
major hospitals, several educational
institutions, all sorts of commercial ·
and urban spaces, and less than 30
minutes away from the downtown area
and the airport.
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the site).
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6- Sample of a typical warehouse of
the area.
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7- To the right side of the malecon
avenue; Office building occupied by 3M
Corp.

8- Dead end where is located the gate
to access the site.
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11- South-west view across the bay
taken from the south end of the site.
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12- View of the north-west industrial
area across the bay from the site.
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13- View of the north end of the dock
at ·the site.

14-South-east view of the site across
the bay.
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FACTORS IN FAVOR OF THE SELECTION OF
THIS SITE:

* Predictability of the winds and a
constant flow of air.
* Proximity to a large mass of water
which is of great helo for
thermal stability.
* The future creation of a duty free
oort within the site for
internatio·nal trade that will
increase the need for office
soace in the area.
* The growth of tourism in the area
{cruise shiosJ etc.} that will
reouire of a limited amount of
retail soace.
* The growth of the two coomuni ties
around the site.
* Decentralization from the city and
its activities.
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4) ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

-

Activity analysis
Definition of orimary activities
Definition of secondary activities
Retail activities, soaces and
oarticioants
- Office .activities, soaces and
oarticioants
- Suooort reouired for all the
activities mentioned
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

For the purpose of this
project the primary activities to take
place are business oriented and
divided in the two traditional areas
of goods (retail) and services
(office, clerical) activities, being
retail limited to 30' (18000 so/ft) of
the total leasable space on the lower
areas of the building. The individual
retail spaces are available at
increments of 300 so/ft and shall not
be less than 600 so/ft or more than
1800 so/ft with the exception of a
space leased for a restaurant, cafe or
similar business, which may reouire a
larger area. Due to the nature of the
site and the future development if it
into a duty free zone for
international trade, as discussed
earlier, (cargo and cruise ships), is
expected that most of the retail space
leased be strongly directed towards a
tourist market for foreign and local
visitors as well as to give some
support to the· other Permanent users
Page-39

of the building.
The retail spaces are
expected to allow 20 so/ft per client,
(the display area is included as part
of this allowance), this will permit
an occupancy of approximately 225
customers inside the stores
simultaneously . In addition to instore space, an extra 3,600 so/ft (20'
of gross retail area) are reouired for
circulation and public facilities
(benches, rest rooms, etc.).
The upper levels of the
building are to be entirely dedicated
to office space . Each floor, of
approximately 10500 so/ft of leasable
space, should be of open Plan layout
and be provided, whenever possible,
with certain degree of exterior
exposure. For the purpose of this
particular project, no office can be
less than 600 so/ft or assign a work
area of less than 80 so/ft per
employee; The spaces available for
lease are only in increments of 200
so/ft uP to a maximum of 5000 so/ft . .
Page-40 ·.

All these restrictions are mainly
oriented to promote variety in the
commercial and social activities
resulting from the interaction of
owners~ employees and clients of this
building.
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DEFINITION OF PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

1- For
2- For
-

the retail area:
Buy & sell
Storage
Disolay
Management
Security
Access (entering and exiting)
Promotion
the office area:
Reception
Sale & buy (services, goods)
Office management
Business management
Private meetings
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DEFINITION OF SECONDARY ACTIVITIES

1- For the retail area:
- ·Receiving and handling supplies
and merchandise (storage and display)
- Interviewing future emPloyee
- Employee breaKs (coffee and
lunch breaKs, etc.)
- Environmental adjustments
(light, temperature, and humidity)
- Eouipment maintenance
- Cleaning and garbage disposal
2- For the office area:
- Receiving and handling of
supplies (storage and distribution)
- Interviewing future employees
- Employee breaKs
- Environmental adjustments
(light, temperature, and humidity)
- EmPloyee meetings
- Eouioment maintenance
- Cleaning and garbage disposal
All the activities defined above
and moreJ will take olace within this
building or it's vicinityJ and each
one will have oarticular as well as
general reoui rements for it's
Page-43

successful execution. Therefore~ these
reauirements are to be achieved by
means of a thorough integration that
must allow the building to be ooen to
the environment/ whenever oossible/ ·
and to ODDlY cultural and
architectural elements and orincioles
of the ore-north-american stage of the
island.
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RETAIL ACTIVITIESJ SPACES AND
PARTICIPANTS

*Buy &sole, this is mainly exoected
to hoooen within the store, but
is not limited to it. The
oorticioants ore the management,
salesmen and customers.
*Promotion it will be done within the
site and beyond its limits. The
particiPants ore the management,
employees and some publicity
specialists.
*Display and ocomodotion of the goods
to be sold in the store. The
participants ore the employees.
*Receiving merchandise, it may require
access to a loading zone for
service vehicles and a back-door
access to the store.
*Storage of equipment and merchandise
at the storage room. The
participants ore the employees.
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*Management of the business, it can
take Place at the display area
{cashier counter) or in a more
private space depending -On the
store size. The participants are
the owners and or the assigned
managers.
*Security, inspection and surveillance
of, entrances, display areas,
storage, etc. and of the people
and their activities in this
areas. The participants are the
business staff and specialized
security personnel.
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OFFICE ACTIVITIES~ SPACES AND
PARTICIPANTS

*Reception, of clients and visitors at
a designated waiting area. The
participant is the receptionist
secretary.
*Clerical work, general support of the
management activities, reouires space
for typing, document processing
storage, etc. The participants are
mostly secretaries, but this is not
limited to them.
*Management, running· the business
(clients, contracts, interviews,
employee supervision, etc . )
reouires Private spaces, like
offices and meeting rooms,
exclusive for these functions.
These participants are all the
occupants of management
positions.
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SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR ALL THE ·
ACTIVITIES MENTIONED.

1- Access ; Means reouired for safely
ingress and egress of vehicles
and pedestrians to and from the
site (signs~ sidewalks~ streets~
ramos~ gates etc.).
2-Eouipment ; computers and
peripherals (printers etc.)~
copiers~ fax machines~ mechanical
eouipment (elevators~ duct work~
etc.)
3-Utilities ; electricitY~ telephone~
water and sewer services.
4-Services ; telecommunications and
computer networking (within the
office)~ postal service, delivery of
materials and garbage disposal.
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5) CONTEXT:

-

Cultural context & Response
Built context & Response
Natural context & Response
Psychologycal context & Response
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a.l Cultural context:
The actual cultural context for
this project is one that prevails in
the city of Ponce, where the site is
located. The city has an approximate
population of 200,000 inhabitants, and
it has been noted in the history of
the island for maintaining many of the
traditions established during the
Spanish Government {many of them
linked to the catholic Church.
ActuallY the city is moving ·
towards a much less traditional style
of life and structure. It's
inhabitants are adopting a more NorthAmerican style of life in which fast
food restaurants, high-rise buildings,
fast traffic road developments, and
many other elements are taking over.
An interesting trend at this time
is the historical preservation and
reconstruction of the colonial structures (public and private). These
buildings are becoming the pride and
· joy of the habitants of the city, and
a resource in promOting many cultural
tJage-~tj

activities such as art expositions,
theater. dances , etc .
The immediate cultural context of
the site represents a good sample of
the mayor social groups of the city.
To the west side is La Playa, with a
low income population. To the east is
the Nautic Club (Club Nautico) which
is composed of representatives of the
wealthiest sectors of the city, and
towards the north is Villa Del Carmen,
a middle class urban develooment. It
is also important to note that mainly
at night-time, during the weekends,
the Paseo de la Guancha (on oceanfront pedestrian deck between the site
and the Nautic Club), becomes an
extremely active centre of gathering
for all the public in general.
a.2 RESPONSE:
While creating a modern building
for the activities described before,
it will be necessary to address the
importance of colonial architecture
within the communitY .. Therefore ,
creating a building that is not
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restricted to the values (aesthetic,
social/cultural, and financial) of one
sector of the community, but rather to
the population of the city and the
island as a whole.
~'-I~~l·~,;,£... ~.
::~
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b.l BUILT CONTEXT:

The immediate built context for
this project is the portuary area of
the city with it's· many warehouses and
docks; Other visually prominent
elements are the incoming shiPs~ cargo
cranes~ conveyors~ shiPPing
· containers~ the vessels stationed at
the Nautic Club~ etc . Other important
elements of the surrounding built
environment are the Paseo de la
Guancha (an ocean-front pedestrian
wood deck~ located between the site
and the Nautic Club)~ and the Hotel La
Guancha~ which at -the present is under
construction.
b.2 RESPONSE:

The strong industrial and nautic
character of the built context needs
to be addressed to maintain certain
continuity with the structures in the
area and also to keep the place
reading as a portuary ocean-front
develooment. Therefore several
structural elements~ materials~
finishes~ and forms~ present· at the
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c . 1 NATURAL CONTEXT

The ocean is the main element of
the natural context due to the fact
that vegetation is virtually non
existent at the immediate premises of
the site. on the surrounding coastal
areas the vegetation is constituted by
thick brush and medium sized trees (10
to 15 ft height) with a few large
trees, and mangroves at the areas
closer to thewater. Palm trees and
other ornamentals have been introduced
as Iandscaoe elements at some of the
structures and roads on the area. As
for as wildlife above the ocean~ it is
limited to birds (seagulls, pelicans,
etc.) and rodents.
Due to the tooograohy and
location, the site is extremely
exoosed to the action of tropical
storms and hurricanes, typical of the
Caribbean.
c. 2 RESPONSE
Because of its proximity to the
ocean, the site and the building need
to be carefully examined for source$
.

.
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of contamination . Particular attention
should be concentrated in the areas of
sewage and solid ~aterial disoosal,
and on the best ways to manage them
safely without disturbing the
environment and the building
efficiency.
The exposure of the site to the
natural elements (wind, rain, sun),
the intense corrosion produced by the
airborn sea water, and atmospheric
Phenomena like tropical storms and
hurricanes, can make this Place a very
hazardous one for human life and
property. Therefore the building must
respond to this conditions by the use
of corrosion resistant materials and
protective devices capable of
withstanding extreme conditions .
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d.l- PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTEXT

The psychological context that
prevails on this area is of
informality and ease due to the
playfulness of the area dominated by
the ocean and the activities related
to it~ plus the fact that there is no
sizeable number of white collar
positions or facilities available for
them in this area. Psychologically the
place invites for relaxation and the
contemplation of the ocean; Many
people from the other areas of the
city visit-the .site just for . this.
d.2-. RESPONSE

The retail area o.t the building
is intended to be very informal~ a
place in which the pebple are able to
reflect the freedom that their senses
can perceive from the surrounding
environment~ the openness of the
ocean~ the birds gliding through the
fresh wind and the cooling sensation
of the shadows casted by structures
under the intense Caribbean sun.
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On the other hand, the office
spaces on the upper levels of the
building. The nature of these spaces
and the people that works in them
tends to be very formal and
professional~ therefore in this case
the response is to give the users more
exposure to the environment and its
psychological effects so the retail
and office areas become more open and
act as a psychological and visual
extension of the retail area and the
exteriors.
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- Adjacecy/Seoaration Matrix

PRIMAR Y RELATlONSHIP

-II

SECONDARY RELA noNSHIP - ·

PARKING
PARKING

DOCK
UECHANICAL SPACES
STORAGE ROOMS
LOADING ZONE
DISPLAY AREAS
OF'F'ICES
SECURITY
RESTROOMS
EMPLOYEE~

LOUNGE

CASHIER'S SPACE
LOBBY ·
RECEPTION AREAS
CONFERENCE ROOMS
EQUIPMENT ~OOMS (FAX, ETC.)
PUBLIC REST AREAS
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- Comunity/Privacy Matrix

ELEVATORS

PARKING
DOCK
~ECHANICAL

SPACES

STORAGE R~S
LOADING

ZONE

DISPLAY AREAS
OF'F'ICES
SECURITY
RESlROOMS
EMPLOYEE'S LOUNGE

CASHIER'S SPACE

LOBBY
AREAS
CONFERENCE ROOMS
EQUIPMENT ROOMS (FAX,. ETC.)

REST AREAS
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RETAIL AREA:
* Gross sQuare footage = 21~600 SQ.Ft.
* Leasable soace = 18~000 SQ . Ft.
* Assumed maximum average of clients
oer hour~ 225 peoole .
* Assumed average amount of emoloyees~
50 oeople .
QTTY. TOTAL SF
SAMPLE SPACE SF
91000
15
600
Shoos
31600
4
800
Shoos
. 600
1
Travel agency 600
600
600
1
Barbershop
900
900
1
Pharmacy
1200
1200 1
Fl ower shoo
2100
2100 1
Restaurant
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OFFICE AREA:
* Gross souare footage = 50,400 SF
* Leasable square footage = 42,000 SF
* Assumed maximum average of clients
oer hour, 64 people.
* Assumed average amount of employees,
158 people.
QTIY.
TOTAL SF
SF
SAMPLE FIRM
3,000
600
5
Two person
4,800
800
6
Two person
4,800
6
Three person 800
6,000
Three person 1,000 6
3,600
Five person
1,200 3
4,200
1,400 3
Five person
7,200
1,800 4
Ten person
3,400
Twelve person 3,400 1
5,000
Thirty person 5,000 1
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8) ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

X

=

+

+

*

*
*
*

Quality of construction :
$84.35 1 sa . Ft
Gross sauare footage:
Retail = 21,600 sa.Ft
Office = 50,400 Sa.Ft
Total = 72,000 sa.Ft
Building cost:
$6,073,200
Land value, $20 .00 X 25,000 Sa.Ft
$500,000
Site work, 101 bldg. cost.
$607,220
Total building cost:
$7,180,420
Start-uo cost:
$359,000
Project income:
$18.00 sa.Ft I Year
Total leasable sauare footage:
6o,ooo sa.Ft
Payback= 6.7 years
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1-Centre Georges Pamoidou (by Piano &
Rogers)
On December of 1979 the
French President decided to have,in
Paris, a centre devoted to the
contemporary arts. This resulted in
the 1971 international competition in
which Piano &Rogers entry took
first Place. The competition brief
described this building as on olive
centre of informotfon, a major
cultural centre composed of four major
areas of activity:
*Museum of modern art.
*Reference library.
*Centre for industrial design
*Centre for ·music and acoustical
research
The site was located at the
center of historical Paris, 1km away
from Notredome, The Louvre and on the
edge of the densely · populated medieval
nMorais" Quarter. Mainly on area in
urban crisis due to transportation and
demolitions, surrounded mainly by
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stone buildings (17-19 Cetury) 24m to
34m high.
Piano & Rogers divided the
program in four mayor zones:
1-The environment and the souare;
multipurpose public &
entertainment areas, information
spaces surrounded by commercial
activities from neighboring
buildings.
2-The substructure, at the street and
souare levels are large public
areas and below this are
technical and storage areas.
3-Music/acoustic research and
coordination institute, located
at the basement.
4-Superstructure:
* Open floors containing main
cultural activities, outdoor
terraces and administration dept.
* West structural zone facing
the souare, (escalators, lifts,
escape stairs, etc.)
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*

East facade structural zone on
the road , (contains all the
mechanical and services)
* Roof zones, (contain Plant
rooms, cooling towers etc.)
Building and systems integration:
In the Pomoidou the systems and
the building are encapsulated in a
megastructure in which the building
appears to be dominated by the systems
that surrounds and ultimately imprison
it. The building aooears to be a
structural cage with each one of its
elements well defined and within it
each system is isolated.
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Kimbell Art Museum (text by Richard
D. Rush).
The Kimbell Art Museum's 9.5-acre
site is part of a city park and
cultural complex that includes the
Amon Carter Museum of Western Art as
well as other museums and theaters.
Conceived and built as the beouest of
Fort Worth industriali~t Kay Kimbell~
the finished product is the result of
close and early collaboration between
museum director Richard Brown and
architect Louis I. Kahn.
The architect and the director
felt strongly the public gallery
spaces should be naturally lighted. To
accomplish this~ each of the 13 vaultlike shells over the interior spaces
is SPlit down the center~ with double
domed acrylic skylights covering the
·2.5 ft wide aperture. Light from above
is diffused within the space by a
perforated aluminum reflector~ a gull
wing in cross section~ which reflects
daylight upward toward the cicloid
shell as well as transmitting it down2-
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ward into the soace. Each shell is a
clear-soan cicloid shaoe of posttensioned reinforced concrete 23 ft
wide, 100 ft long, and 7.5 ft high.
The shells each one supported by four
2 by 2 ft columns at the corners, also
serve as beams carrying intermediate
flat-slab roof sections. The main
gallery-level floor, a two-way posttensioned waffle slab, forms the
ceiling of the museum support spaces
.below.
Height restrictions dictated the
building's 40 ft overall height, so
oedestrian access to the main gallery
floor is on the upoer level, with
offices, conservation studios, storage
soace, and service and vehicular
entrances below. Three courtyards
which appear at intervals in the plan
allow natural light to further
influence visitor's experience of the
interior of the building.
Through the museum's interior
spaces, structural concrete is left
exposed, its as-cost appearance echoed ·
Page-72

by the travertine marble used to
sheath non-bearing infill wall
surfaces . The building's exterior
juxtaposes concrete and travertine as
well. At the same time, certain modes
of integration, such as exposed ductwork, were rendered inappropriate by
the traditional esthetic demands of
the collection. Much of the mechanical
and electrical equipment is
conventionallY located at the
basement. Howeverlsupoly air ductwork
is incorporated into the concrete roof
system, while return air is located
between columns within the exterior
walls. Attachment points for moveable
partitions for changing exhibits are
located in the edges of the aluminum
soffits under t_he suool y air
distribution system. Finally, a
central monitoring and control panel,
custom-designed for the museum,
resoonds to the security demands.
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3- Georgia Potier .comoany Coroorate
Headauarters, Atlanta, Georgia (text
by Richard D. Rush)
The distinctive, stepped-back
facade of the Georgia Power Company
Headquarters calls attention to its
mayor design criterion: low energy
use. The client, in an effort to set
an example for its customers, asked
the architects to design a building
whose energy use would be one-third to
one-half that of a comparable highrise Atlanta office building, at no
Premium in cost.
Shading from the summer sun is
Provided by the setback of the south
wall, a visually striking feature that
gives the tower its strong image. Each
15 in. overhang is augmented by a 12
in. diameter aluminum tube hung just
above the eye level; this Plus the
overall cantilever of 26 ft provide
shading from direct sunlight on this
facade for seven months of the year.
The resulting lateral load is
supported by steel cross bracing
Page-74

concealed in the windowless east and
west walls.
The reduction in energy use
reflects substantial mechanical system
reductions, although some of this can
be attributed not to the envelope or
other design elements but to
operational efficiency of the
mechanical system. Mechanical
functions are divided between 24-story
office tower, normally occupied about
10 hours a day, and a 3-story low-rise
building containing all 24-hour
functions and any unusual mechanical
eouipment. An array of parabolic
trough-tracking solar collectors,
mounted on the roof of the low-rise
building, sUPPlies about 15% of the
complex's energy needs.
A potentiallY _controversial
programmatic decision, but an
effective one in terms of energy
criteria, was .to _minimize perimeter
office space. East and west walls are
devoted to elevator core, conference
room, mechanical, and storage spaces,
Page-75
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leaving office areas with north and
south exposures only. Open Plan office
furniture with a mix of high and low
partitions makes use of this
efficiently proportioned spaces while
providing limited access to outdoor
views. The partitions also incorporate
power and communications hookups, so
that one hookuP from a raceway at the
perimeter can serve as many as six
work stations. High-pressure sodium
lamps in widely spaced direct/
indirect pendant fixtures are placed
on the line of the open office grid,
and ·provide direct lighting for two
offices a Piece. In addition
reflectors allow indirect light to
cover a sQuare pattern; regular
repetition of this patterns creates ,
even ceiling illumination .
The glazed north wall of the
tower reQuires no shading, but uses
the same bronze tinted insulated glass
as the south facade. This is an
instance of visible integration. Only
501 of this walls are vision glass;
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opaque wall sections incorporate a 6
in. thick metal-lined insulated panel.
In the low rise building, a
single ribbon window penetrates about
20% of the highly insulated brick and
concrete masonry wall, reducing
mechanical loads to a minimum. A
skylight gallery running between the
low-rise building and the tower
provides lounge and conference space
with minor HVAC impact.
Given the client's desire for
open, relatively column~ free office
areas, a steel framed structure with
stub girders was chosen for the tower.
The typical interior spaces resulting
from this structural decision are 25 x
43 ft. Floor-to-floor height is
reduced by means of a composite steel
floor deck and stub girder fra~ing
conserving space for ductwork and
other systems components. Thus the
building's design successfully
integrates structural, interior, and
mechanical systems, conserving space
and ·resources. The low rise building
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is composed of cast-in-place concrete
beams and slab with precast concrete
joists and load bearing masonry.
In focusing on energy-saving
criteria~ the the client was able to
take advantage of an already highlY
organized and integrated corporate
structure. The building program is
likewise integrated with regard to
issues of energy conservation~
construction economy~ and functional
clarity. The tower envelope is
radically modified to achieve energy
goals; an open office system and
speciallY designed lighting and air
handling techniques complement the
floor plan~ which also incorporates
mechanical runs. Only the active solar
elements seem removed from the overall
building design~ although smoothly
incorporated into the mechanical
system.
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4- Cascade Building, at Tower Bridge

by the Thames River, UK.(text by

Frances Anderton)
At 20 stories high, standing
alone on the ouaside at Sufferance
Wharf and surrounded by water on two
sides, Cascades flaunts itself to an
audience from miles around. It is the
first amongst giants. With its head in
Canary Wharf and tail · in the low-rise
buildings to the south, it will fit in
humbly with its future neighbors,
which will house the amenities and
company at the present lacKing. The
building was completed, on schedule,
in an extraordinary 18 months- the 20storey concrete lift core was slipformed in under three weeKs and
achieved several technical firsts,
such as an anti-condensation detail
for the cantilevered concrete
balconies, which are now used
elsewhere. Boating a communal swimming
pool, gymnasium, outdoors tennis
. courts, meetings room, fax and telex
facilities, Cascades has rePage-79

established a taste for the luxury
high-ris·e flat.
The one thing that can not be
said about the aooearance of Cascades
is that it is trying to oeddle a
familiar image of home. There are no
Pitched roofs, pediments, dormers or
lintels. There is comforting brick
cladding, but in bold bands of blue
engineering and extruded yellows it
makes no attempt to Play at being
ohoney arches or copings; in fact it
combines with oortholes, funnels,
lighthouse balconies and tower to form
an homage to the (fictional_ existing
Docklands riverscaoe of ships and
warehouses. The building is a
maverick, an architectural
abstraction, which, unlike most of the
other buildings whose imoact barely
exceed· the three-minute attention
soan, offers many readings and looks
different depending where you are.
A six ~torey stock-bricked,
traditional stile ouayside building,
containing -flats and three shoo
(
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spaces, marks the way past a
landscaped garden, to the smart foyer
on the towering entrance and
circulation zone of this uncommon
residence, which contains, dispersed
on either side of central corridors,
164 one-, two- and three-bedroom,
single aspect, flats. The asymmetric
plans- generated from large depth
living room and smaller bedrooms- and
complex form of the building arise
from the desire to give each flat the
best possible orientation. Hence the
faceted walls , various projections
and windows and the south facing slope
which creates a cascade {whence the
name) of sun terraces and alternating
greenhouses for the penthouses. This
slope also incorporates the. fire
escape, beneath a canoDY of corrugated
steel and gloss which extends over the
swiming-pool to form a sky-light.
Flying endlessly down through 15 .
floors with a terrific view, this fire
escape is truly a remarkable
experience. But unless the residents
Page-81 ·
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see its potential as a comunal
conservatory or covered circuittraining ground, it unfortunately will
go unused.
The paints taken by architect and
developer have paid off. The building
is interesting and the occupant, in
his' highest specification in
Docklands' (according to a resident)
flat, does enjoys spectacular views.
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DOCUMENTATION
The data collected in this
progranresul ted in a
office/retail building. Such a
building is COITIIJOsed of tNO
differentiated structures,(l) the
main building with the ground
level is dedicated to retail
activities and the upper three
levels are concentrated on office
space for lease. (2) The tower,
which serves as a termination
point for the city doc and as a
marker for the entry to the bay
(to the ocean). The tower is
composed of an open plaza at the
ground level, which blends with
the doc, and seven upper 1evel s
dedicated to office space and a
possible restaurant at the last
two levels.
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All the oublic areas ore
ooen to the exterior in order to
maximize the ooeness of the
building. The sooces designated
for lease hove the ootion of
being ooened to increase contact
with the exterior or to be closed
to all ow the use of AC units or
any other environmental control
deoending on the oorticulor needs
of the renter.
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